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Abstract
Virtual testing in simulation is crucial to the safety assurance of highly automated vehicles, however
significant challenges remain. Challenges relating to the automation of virtual testing in simulation, test
generation and test analysis are described here, and potential routes to solutions proposed. Based on the
VeriCAV project, a system architecture for virtual verification of highly automated vehicles is described
with a focus on the interfaces between test framework elements. The framework includes elements for
test generation and assessment, simulation, realistic actors and the automated driving system being
tested.
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1. Introduction
It is widely accepted that highly automated vehicles (HAVs) will need to be verified and validated
using a combination of virtual testing in simulation, closed-road testing and public road trials [1, 2, 3].
This combination is described by the UNECE working group on Validation Method for Automated
Driving (VMAD) as the “multi pillar approach” [4].
Whilst necessary, physical testing is expensive and time-consuming, particularly when considering the
extent of testing required to demonstrate sufficient safety. There is therefore the need to maximise use
of virtual testing. Early testing of the Automated Driving Systems (ADSs) that control HAVs is
already undertaken solely in simulation due to the cost of prototype systems and the consequences of
failure in a physical test. The need for virtual testing to form a larger proportion of the system
development lifecycle is increased as ADS software development is becoming increasingly iterative
and changes to software can occur regularly with practices such as Continuous Integration [5]
resulting in more frequent repeat testing. Virtual testing can identify design flaws earlier in the
development cycle than physical testing.
The use of virtual testing in simulation to verify and validate HAVs can include a range of techniques,
noted in [6] as:
• Software-in-the-loop (SIL), which includes some or all of the ADS software running with the
remaining elements of the final HAV system modelled in the simulation
• Hardware-in-the-loop (HIL), which includes running the software on some or all of the target
hardware and/or sensors
• Vehicle-in-the-loop (VIL), which includes the physical vehicle in the test, generally on a
rolling road.
The use of virtual testing in simulation is proposed in the context of scenario-based testing [7, 8]. A
scenario, as defined in [9] can be described by road information, stationary objects, movable objects
and their movements and environment conditions. Testing in this way allows challenging, rare, recently
observed and/or standardised sets of scenarios to be the focus of ADS testing without having to go
through the extended periods of routine, unchallenging driving that exist in on-road testing.
It has been suggested that the amount of on-road testing required to demonstrate the safety of a HAV is
in the order of hundreds of millions miles [10], if not more. This brute force approach is clearly not
feasible on the road, but a combined approach that includes simulation makes extensive testing possible
by exploiting parallelism [3]. Even with simulation, testing requires significant effort and resource and
thus reducing this requirement is necessary. Equally, targeted scenario generation is necessary as
opposed to a brute force approach that searches for any scenario that causes a failure, known as
falsification [11].
The Verification of Connected and Autonomous Vehicles (VeriCAV) project addresses challenges that
still exist in virtual testing to enable the combined testing approach to ultimately lead to verified and
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validated HAVs. These challenges are outlined in the following sections. The VeriCAV project focuses
on the SIL technique and to a limited extent HIL but the concept does not preclude VIL testing. While
the focus of the project is on HAVs, the approach is equally applicable for lower levels of automation
and advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS).
Paper Contribution
The contributions of this publication are as follows:
• A summary of the challenges facing the virtual testing in simulation element of an ADS testing
programme.
• A summary of scenario-based testing for ADSs.
• A framework for virtual testing of ADSs.
• A summary of outstanding research questions related to virtual testing of ADSs.
2. VeriCAV Project
VeriCAV1 is a £3m, 2-year collaborative research project involving a partnership of four organisations:
Connected Places Catapult, HORIBA MIRA (as industry lead), the University of Leeds, and Aimsun.
VeriCAV is part funded by the Centre for Connected and Autonomous Vehicles via Innovate UK.
The VeriCAV project focuses on the use case of a central validation service to be used by different ADS
developers, Original Equipment Manufacturers and approval authorities. Within the context of this use
case the project addresses some of the key challenges associated with virtual testing of HAVs:
•
•
•

The amount of human effort required in the creation, running and analysis of effective test cases
prevents scaling testing to the necessary level.
The realism of simulation actors’ behaviour is limited.
To establish an interface between a new ADS and a simulation tool is complex, often bespoke
and not reusable.

The focus of the project is on the decision-making of the ADS but the approach is designed to be
expanded to include other aspects of ADS functionality.
3. Six Key Simulation Challenges
The following sections of this paper will expand and address these challenges as outlined below:
1. How can scenarios be described in a way that:
a. captures the complexity of diverse scenario sets,
b. allows automated scenario creation,
c. and can be unambiguously interpreted by simulation tools?
2. How can the onerous activity of manual scenario generation be automated and made more
efficient and targeted?
3. How can sufficient validity and fidelity of the simulation be ensured? For example, the realism
of simulation actors.
4. How can the use of the virtual testing system be maximised across a range of different ADSs?
5. How can virtual testing coverage be ensured in an efficient manner?
6. How can test success be assessed?
Each of these challenges maps to a functional sub-system of the VeriCAV system architecture which is
outlined in the following section for context.
4. Framework
The VeriCAV system is made up of several complex sub-systems developed by the consortium partners
outlined in Figure 1. The VeriCAV system architecture includes core components:
• a Test Generator, to produce scenarios to test,
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• a Simulation Master, to interface a simulation tool to the rest of the system,
• a Test Oracle to analyse test results and direct the test generator.
Additionally, the VeriCAV system architecture includes components that can be exchanged:
• a Simulation Tool, in which the virtual scenario unfolds,
• a Smart Actor Controller, to provide realistic actor behaviour
• the System under Test, the ADS.

Figure 1 – Main components of the VeriCAV system expressed in SysML. The components that compose
the core of the VeriCAV framework are shown on the left, with black diamond connector. The aggregated
components (those with white diamonds) are modular components for which the framework is designed to
be agnostic to their selection (i.e multiple simulation tools).

Each of the sub-systems in the VeriCAV will be described in subsequent sections. Firstly however, the
common thread across all the sub-systems is the use of scenarios, so the following section will outline
the concept of scenario-based testing and review the state of the art.
5. Scenario-based testing
The term scenario is in regular non-technical use and as such needs defining more precisely when used
in the technical domain of scenario-based testing of ADSs. A definition of scenario in the context of
ADS testing was proposed in [12] as:
“A scenario describes the temporal development between several scenes in a
sequence of scenes. Every scenario starts with an initial scene. Actions & events
as well as goals & values may be specified to characterize this temporal
development in a scenario”
Where a scene describes the environment, static and dynamic elements and actors at an instance in time.
While these commonly used definitions, a more detailed technical definition from [13] has also become
widely used. This definition divides a scenario into five layers. The first layer captures the basic road
information such as geometry, while the second layer captures road infrastructure such as traffic signs
and more abstract information such as road speed limit. The third layer captures temporary adjustments
to the first two layers, such as road works which change lane configurations. The fourth layer captures
objects in the scenario that are not part of the road infrastructure such as vehicles and pedestrians and
these can be static or dynamic with interaction between objects described. The fifth layer captures
environmental factors in the scenario such as weather and lighting conditions. This definition can be
extended to include vehicle state such as load, connectivity related conditions such as vehicle-to-vehicle
communication [14] and the wider scenario environment such as tunnels.
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These layers give a structure to build a scenario conceptually but to actually get a simulation tool to
execute the scenario as expected requires a machine-readable description language.
Formats
There are several scenario description language (SDL) formats that have been developed in recent
years, primarily for virtual testing in simulation of ADSs. OpenSCENARIO is a well-supported format
for describing the dynamic content of a scenario and works in conjunction with the OpenDRIVE format
which describes road networks. Both of these formats use Extensible Markup Language (XML) and are
now managed by the Association for Standardisation of Automation and Measuring Systems (ASAM)
and open to the public. Under ASAM management both standards have been developed with significant
industry backing and updated in 2020, while future development of these standards is on-going with
objectives very much aligned with the scenario-based testing of HAVs.
There are a number of competing and complimentary formats for describing scenarios, some from
commercial organisations such as the Measurable Scenario Description Language [15] from Foretellix
Ltd and several from academia. These are summarised in Table 1.
Table 1

SDL

Data format

CommonRoad
XML
[16]
OpenSCENARIO XML
SCENIC [22]
Measurable
Scenario
Description
Language
GeoScenario [26]
Traffic Sequence
Charts [27]

Probabilistic
Programming
Language
Programming
Language

License

Road
Description
Lanelets [17]

Simulator
compatibility
SUMO [18]

Basic, nonexclusive and
unlimited
3-clause BSD

OpenDRIVE*

Apache2.0

OpenDRIVE*

Prescan [19],
Vires VTD [20],
CARLA [21].
GTAV [23],
Webots [24],
LGSVL [25]
CARLA

3-clause BSD

XML

OpenDRIVE,
OSM, *

Lanelets

Unreal Engine
Plugin
As per conversion applied

Visual / Formal
Logic (conversion
to OpenSCENARIO
possible)

* These SDLs are not tied to one particular road description, but the road descriptions listed are provided
as options by the SDL authors.
Relevant projects that have publicised the SDL they are using include:
• PEGASUS [28] using OpenSCENARIO
• TNO Streetwise [29] using OpenSCENARIO
• Enable-S3 [30] includes using OpenSCENARIO and Traffic Sequence Charts
• MUSICC [31] using OpenSCENARIO with extensions.
There are a number of projects such as Simulation of Autonomous Vehicle Safety (SVA) [32], Open
Autonomous Driving Accelerator (OpenADx) [33], SafetyPool [34] which have not publicised what
SDL they are using. Additionally, there are several commercial services offering scenario-based ADS
testing such as Metamoto [35], Cognata [36] and Alpha Drive [37] all of which can be cloud based
services. Focused solely on validating path planning algorithms, Aimsun offer the scenario-based
testing tool Aimsun Auto [38].
For the VeriCAV project, the OpenSCENARIO format is used due to the community support, the tool
support, relative maturity of the standard and documentation and prior consortium experience.
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Scenario Management
A machine-readable SDL allows simulation tools to execute scenarios without manual intervention as
required to overcome Challenge 1.b. However, the identification of a scenario to test, the creation of
this in the SDL and analysis of the results are all time-intensive activities to undertake manually. These
functions in the VeriCAV project are undertaken automatically by the combination of a Test Generator
and a Test Oracle.
6. Test Generator
The automated generation of test scenarios involves programmatically creating and combining the
elements that make up a suitable scenario. The complexity in this process comes from the size of the
parameter space in terms of both variance within individual parameters and number of parameters or
dimensions of the parameter space – “the curse of dimensionality” [39]. Using a base set of scenarios
and randomising scenario parameters within defined ranges, known as “fuzzing” [11, 7] to generate
mutated scenarios introduces variation but can produce test scenarios that are physically unrealisable or
extremely unlikely to occur in the real world. Such scenarios would be redundant, similarly for scenarios
that are outside of the designated Operational Design Domain (ODD) of the ADS [40]. A caveat to this
being that it is important to test the behaviour of the ADS at either side of the boundaries of the ODD.
While avoiding manual creation of scenarios or significant use of manually created heuristics will
minimise the human workload in the testing process it is crucial that the scenarios generated
automatically are valid and insightful.
As the number of generated tests undertaken increases, information from the Test Oracle about the
performance of the ADS in different situations can be used to produce scenarios specifically targeted to
test the particular ADS. Adversarial testing such as this is commonly used for testing vision-based
machine learning algorithms [41] but the principles can be applied to scenarios.
A challenge for the Test Generator is then to balance the exploitation of scenarios that are known to
challenge ADSs and are valid and exploring novel scenarios that may provide useful knowledge of the
particular ADS-under-test performance [42]. This area of research as encapsulated in Challenge 5 is
being explored in the VeriCAV project by HORIBA MIRA. Once the Test Generator has produced a
scenario to test, the Simulation Master is then responsible for executing it.
7. Simulation Master and Tool
Central to the VeriCAV framework is the Simulation Master which controls the simulation tool and
interfaces to the ADS and Smart Actors.
Simulation Master
The Simulation Master is software developed by the VeriCAV project to allow the selection of a
simulation tool and/or SUT to be decoupled from the rest of the system. There are a number of benefits
to this and it is a key enabler to overcome challenges 3 and 4. To overcome challenge 3, it is expected
that the fidelity of simulation tools will improve in the coming years and so the flexibility to upgrade
this element of the system while minimising the disruption to the rest of the system is a key objective
of the VeriCAV project. Both commercial off-the-shelf and open-source simulation tools are to be
deployed in the VeriCAV framework to demonstrate this functionality. A similar need to interchange
exists for the ADS-under-test (ADSUT) to overcome challenge 4. The open-source ADS, Baidu Apollo
[43] is used as the primary ADSUT in the VeriCAV project with other ADSs being considered during
interface design decisions.
The Simulation Master must ensure that there is sufficient temporal and spatial synchronicity across the
distributed elements of the simulation: the ADSUT, the Smart Actors and the Simulation Tool. Ensuring
temporal synchronicity in a distributed simulation usually involves a time management approach where
advancing in time is controlled by the Simulation Master [44]. To test an ADS as it would normally
operate, this time management is not possible. Publicly available information on ADS software
architecture, including the Baidu Apollo Auto [43] and Autoware systems [45], shows they use a publish
subscribe messaging system. This decouples the modules that make up the system, allowing
communication to be maintained across distributed modules while being robust to timing variations
(within limits).
As well as temporal synchronisation, another challenge for VeriCAV is spatial synchronisation. The
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simulation tool is responsible for providing positions of all the relevant objects in the virtual
environment to both the ADS and the Smart Actor Controller. This is further complicated by different
formats for describing position, with an ADS generally receiving its position in a global reference frame
(latitude and longitude) from a positioning system involving GNSS whereas the Smart Actors are
operating in a local reference frame. The format for defining position is also relevant for the base maps
used by each of the ADS and the Smart Actors to ensure spatial synchronisation between reference
frame and maps.
The use of an open, common, format of road layout such as OpenDRIVE would overcome some of
these issues but a testing framework must allow for a variety of map formats that ADSs might use.
Additionally, most ADSs would require more information than contained in an OpenDRIVE file. The
Apollo Auto ADS, for instance, uses a bespoke High Definition Map format which, while based on the
OpenDRIVE standard [46], does deviate from this, particularly in the representation of road geometry.
Interfaces need to be clearly defined in geospatial terms and the accuracy of conversions needs to be
taken in to account to ensure that all elements of the system are geospatially synchronised.
In line with Challenge 4, future adaptability of the Simulation Master to different ADSs, close alignment
with developing standards in the area of sensor model interfacing such as the Open Simulation Interface
(OSI) is actively pursued.
Simulation Tool
The role of the Simulation Tool is to allow the ADSUT to operate in a model of the real-world. While
perception systems can be trained and tested on real sensor data [47, 48, 49] such as camera, lidar and
radar data, a significant number of the ADS modules cannot be tested in this way. Data captured in the
real-world cannot be de-coupled from the trajectory the data-capture vehicle followed nor the on-board
sensor configuration, and therefore cannot be used to test an ADS that can deviate from this trajectory
or differs in sensor configuration. This is in addition to the resources required to collect such data.
Simulation can provide a solution to this by creating realistic environments to test the ADS in and
maintain this environment regardless of the ADS or sensor position within the environment.
This requires the Simulation Tool to have a physics model for both vehicle dynamics and the
environment, sensor models and visually and sensorially realistic environments. However, for VeriCAV
the Simulation Tool is not the innovation, it is an enabler for the other functions to be demonstrated.
There are many commercial and open-source simulation tools for virtual ADS testing, [50]. VeriCAV is
using the PreScan commercial simulation tool from Siemens to test the framework concept. This
software is a mature product, well-used in the automotive industry and representative of the type of
simulation tool ADS development teams would use in automotive manufacturing organisations. This
simulation tool fulfils the requirements for physics, sensor and environment models however the
VeriCAV project is specifically not focusing on sensor models in the ADS testing. This is to constrain
the scope of the project as sensor modelling at a physical level is a complex task [51], and there is a
lack of publicly available data to validate sensor models against the sensors deployed on target HAVs.
The perception algorithms used by ADSs are tightly coupled to the sensor model they are trained with
and so would require a representative sensor model to ensure valid virtual test results. Sensor models
are an area of ongoing research that will continue beyond the timescale of the VeriCAV project. The
scope, therefore, of the VeriCAV project covers testing of the decision making and path planning
elements of the ADS.
A component of the Simulation Tool that remains critical for this testing is the vehicle dynamics model
to ensure that ADS control commands are realistically enacted with correct vehicle dynamic behaviour.
Modelling vehicle dynamics is an area of significant prior work [52], however the focus for VeriCAV
is the correspondence of the vehicle dynamics model used by the ADS and the vehicle dynamics model
used in the Simulation Tool. Trajectory control by an ADS generally requires a model of the vehicle
dynamics to estimate the future vehicle trajectory based on actuator inputs, an example of this being
Model Predictive Control (MPC) [53]. For real-world testing, the vehicle dynamics model would be
calibrated to suit the real test vehicle, and a similar process is required to ensure the fidelity of the
Simulation Tool vehicle dynamics model. Standardisation work in this area is ongoing [54].
8. Smart Actors
While the visual and sensorial realism of simulators has increased dramatically in recent years, with
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realistic looking scene occupant models, these models can only be considered sufficiently realistic if
their behaviour is realistic as well. Automated actors such as pedestrians, cyclists or other vehicles have
historically been controlled by relatively simple single-aspect models such as vehicle following or by
pre-defined trajectories. But as the trajectory of an ADS being tested is not known a-priori this presents
challenges when the ADS interacts with other actors. These actors should behave and react in a realistic
way, but a basic model cannot account for the range of possible behaviours of the ADS, which would
be required to maintain realism. A ‘Smart Actor’ can be any actor in a scenario that demonstrates
behaviour which is more complex and nuanced than simple trajectory following or random movement
[7]. The goal is to have smart actors which demonstrate human-like behaviour but can also be
constrained to a degree such that the test scenario maintains its integrity as expected by the Test
Generator and Oracle.
Having human-like ‘smart actors’ is vital for improving the fidelity of the simulation but is complicated
to achieve. If one considers all the variation in human appearance, body movements, subtle head and
eye-direction cues (both singularly and how these change in relation to actor groupings and conditions)
it is clear that much work is needed to capture such realism in the simulation. As VeriCAV is focused
on decision making and path planning, the Smart Actor development is focused primarily on the
behavioural realism rather than visual. Such development will include data-driven models such as those
that use machine-learning with real-world driving data to train models [55] as well as cognitive [56]
and game theoretical models [57, 58]. Consortium partner, University of Leeds, are building on their
experience in this field and the VeriCAV project will explore assessment methods to validate the Smart
Actor models, building on existing literature in this area [59].
To balance testing efficiency, realism, and validity of a given scenario, not all actors need the same level
of complexity so non-scenario critical actors or background traffic can be implemented independently
of the Smart Actors. An important design decision is whether Smart Actor models are to be deterministic
or probabilistic. A benefit of a deterministic model is that the same scenario can be repeated, and the
Smart Actor behaviour will be the same, which is useful for re-testing. However, a probabilistic model
allows the variance in real human behaviour to be represented. Smart Actors that can exploit the benefits
of both approaches are likely needed to fulfil the requirements of scenario-based testing.
9. Test Oracle
As the complexity and variability in test scenarios increases with automatic test generation and smart
actors, the assessment of test success becomes more challenging, as noted in Challenge 6 and
particularly the automation of this process. The VeriCAV consortium partner, HORIBA MIRA, are
developing a test oracle to tackle this challenge.
The automated analysis of test results is achieved by implementing a range of objective metrics by
which test scenario performance is judged. These objective metrics are fed by data provided by the
Simulation Master at the conclusion of each test scenario. Initially this work will focus on implementing
existing metrics in literature such as the Responsibility-Sensitivity Safety (RSS) model [60] in an
automated manner and subsequently developing further metrics focused on different aspects of ADS
performance [61, 62]. This will also expose some of the practical challenges of extracting the required
information from a simulation and its automated processing in the Test Oracle. The Test Oracle output
for a single scenario contributes to a body of evidence for an ADSUT’s performance but can also be
used along with prior scenario results to inform subsequent test generation.
Automating the analysis of single test scenarios is critical, however it is also critical to assess how each
test scenario result contributes to the overall assessment of the ADSUT performance, a concept referred
to as coverage. Running many test scenarios that only vary a small amount doesn’t provide useful
evidence of ADSUT performance away from the narrow subset of scenarios tested. But, as noted
previously, the parameter space is simply too large to test every possible combination, therefore a
reliable assessment of coverage is critical. Using existing literature in the area of coverage based testing
[63] and capitalising on novel methods from other fields, the VeriCAV project aims contribute to this
important field with a particular focus on directing coverage based on the observed performance of the
ADSUT.
10. Conclusions
The VeriCAV project concept has been presented, along with the challenges the project aims to meet to
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enable efficient, rigorous automated testing of ADSs. The significant areas of research are identified
and the VeriCAV approach to modular interfacing, test generation and assessment and smart actors has
been outlined.
The pragmatic approach taken in the project acknowledges that significant developments in Simulation
Tools and ADSs will occur within and beyond the lifetime of the project. However, in order to progress
virtual verification as a pillar of a structured ADS testing programme, a framework of robust, modular
interfaces needs to be in place to allow research and commercial challenges to be addressed. The
framework presented enables this within a representative end-to-end system while also investigating
solutions to the particular practical challenges of virtual verification.
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